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Abstract: Software archifecfs use a number of commonly- 
recognized “styles” fo guide fheir design of system 
sfrucfures. We are beginning fo classify these sfyles. We use 
a fwo-dimensional classification sfrafegy wifh confrol and 
data issuesas fhedominanf organizingaxes. Weposition the 
major sfyles within this space and use finer-grained 
discriminations fo elaborate variafions on the sfyles. This 
provides a fiameworkfor organizing design guidance. 
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1. Introduction 
Software architecture is concerned with system struc- 
ture-organization of the software, assignment of responsi- 
bilities to components, and assurance that the components’ 
interactions satisfy the system requirements [Gags, GS93, 
PW92]. Software developers recognize a number of distinct 
architectural styles. Many of these styles are defined infor- 
mally and idiosyncratically. Our purpose here is to clarify 
the distinctions among styles as a first step in helping 
designers choose among the styles. 
By architectural style we mean a set of design rules that iden- 
tify the kinds of components and connectors that may be 
used to compose a system or subsystem, together with local 
or global constraints on the way the composition is done. 
Components, including encapsulated subsystems, may be 
distinguished by the nature of their computation and also by 
their packaging-the ways they interact with other compo- 
nents. To clarify the interactions we isolate their definitions 
in connecfors. It is largely the interaction among components, 
mediated by connectors, that gives different styles their dis- 
tinctive characteristics. 
The style of a specific system is usually established by 
appeal to common knowledge or intuition. Architectures are 
usually expressed in box-and-line diagrams and informal 
prose, so the styles provide drawing conventions, vocabu- 
lary, and informal constraints (e.g., limiting topology or 
numbers of components of some type). Recently there has 
been some effort to identify and define styles more precisely 
and systematically [G+94, SG96, Sh96]. A few styles have 
been formalized or extensively analyzed [A+95, An91, Ni86]. 
Space does not permit us to offer primary definitions of spe- 
cific styles here. 
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We are starting to organize and classify styles that appear in 
software descriptions so as to try to 

l Establish a unif0rm destiptive standard for architectural 
styles-make the vocabulary used to describe styles 
more precise and shareable among software architects. 

9 Provide a systematic organization to strpporf retricvnl of in- 
formation about styles. 

l Discriminate among different styles-bring out signifi- 
cant differences that affect the suitability of a style for 
various tasks; show which styles are refinements of oth- 
ers. 

l Set the stage for organizing advice on selecfing a style for 
a given problem. 

This classification is an intermediate step toward support- 
ing architectural design decisions. Minimally, it will help 
the designer focus on important design issues by providing 
a checklist of topics to consider, thereby setting expectations 
for elements to include in the design. Eventually the classifi- 
cation should provide guidance for recognizing which 
styles are important candidates for shaping the solution, We 
would like to stimulate discussion of this classification at 
the workshop. 
In this paper we classify a set of architectural styles that 
have been described previously (usually informally) in pub- 
lished literature. Table 1 shows the resulting classification. It 
is not complete, but it spans much of the diversity found in 
practice. Each row describes a style. Columns correspond to 
the feature categories as described below. Indented rows 
describe specializations of the styles in the primary rows 
they follow. Because this is a multidimensional classifica- 
tion, it is possible for a style to be a variant of more than one 
broader style; we handle this with cross-references. 
We describe the styles in their pure forms, although they 
seldom occur that way. Real systems hybridize and amal- 
gamate the pure styles, with the architect choosing useful 
aspects from several in order to accomplish the task at 
hand. Our classification does not impede this heterogeneity, 
but rather enhances the selection and blending process by 
making stylistic properties explicit. Understanding the pure 
forms is helpful in understanding or explaining the hybrids, 
and perhaps also in recognizing and eliminating unneces- 
sary ‘heterogeneity. Indeed, the classification activity can 
point out common styles that are hybrids of other styles, 
such as lightweight processes. 
After looking through the table many readers will say, “But 
that’s not what I mean by style X!“. Indeed, it may not be, 
But it is, as far as we can tell, what someone else means. This 
is an indication that different readers use style names in dif- 
ferent ways. A primary objective of this classification is to 
expose these differences and enable constructive discussion, 
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2.’ - Classificahm strategy 
I 

2.2 Contiol issues - i : 
Control issues describe how control passes among compo- 
nents and how the components work together temporally. 
Control issues ‘include: : . 

A system designer’s primary impression of an architecture 
often keys on the character of-the interactions among corn- . 
ponents. Our classification strategy reflects this. The major 
axes of classification are the control and data interactions 
among components. We make finer discriminations within 
these dimensions. ‘- >z 

l Topology: What geometric form does the co’ntrol flow for 
the system take? Some architectures specify quite specific 

’ topologies. Within each general topology it may be useful 
to stipulate the direction inwhich control flows. The to- 
pology may be static or dynamic; this is *determined by 

: the binding time of the partner as described below. 
l : Synchronicity: How dependent are the components ac- 

,- trons upon each others’ control states? In a lockstep sys- 
; tern, the state of any component~implies the state of all 

---iothers.‘In synEh&ozzs systems, components synchronize 
regularly and often, but other state relationships are un- 

Our analysis of common~&hitectural styles suggests that 
they are dis criminated by these feature categories: , 1 

l which kinds of components-and connectors are used in 
the style . 

l how control is shared, allocated,, and transferred among ’ 
the components - 

l how data is communicated through the system 1 
i 

l how dataandcontrolmteract s ’ 
. what type of reasoning is compatible with the style - --’ 

These categories form the basis of a descriptive classification 
that shows essential similarities and differences among 
styles. Features that-distinguish styles also help us under- 
stand why a particular style is an appropriate solution for 
one type of problem and not for another 

2.1 Constitueiit paits: componenk and *- 
connectors 1. , _ _- . .._. 

Components and connectors are the primary building 
blocks of architectures. A component is a unit of software 
that performs some diction at run-time. Examples include-. 
programs, objects,.processes, and filters. A connector is a . . 
mechanism that mediates communication, coordination, br 
cooperation among components. Implementations of con- 
nectors are usually distributed over many system compo-’ 
nents; often they do not correspond to-discrete elements of ~’ 
the running system. Examples include shared representa- 
tions, remote procedure calls, message-passing protocols, 
data streams, and transaction streams. .. ,: 
We focus on the abstractions used by designers in defining 
their architectures. In practice, most of these elements are 
ultimately inzp2emenfed in terms of process? (as defined by 
the operating system) and procedure calls (a? defined by the 
programming language). More abstract connectors includes 
format conversions that allow two otherwise-incompatible 
components to share data and connectors, augmented by 
performance monitoring, authentication, or pdit-trail capa- 
bilities. 
The allowable kinds of.components and connectors are pri- 
mary discrirr$n ators among .styles. Selecting the- types -of 
constituent parts does not, however, uniquely identify the 
style. Control disciplines, data organizations, and the inter- 
action of control and data all affectstyle distinctions. So do 
finer distinctions within ty@s of components and connec- 
tors, some of which appear in Table 1. For example, both pro- 
gram and transducer refine process; procedure calls may be local 
or remote, and their binding may be dynamiq or static; britch 
data, data stream, and confi&ozzs refresh are all forms of data 
flow:A taxonomic treatment of architectural components and 
connectors, filling out the conceptual framework’ begun 
here, appears elsewhere F(+96];-Componen;s and connec- 
tors also guide the clustering criterion in Tab’? 1. 

1. -- j 

‘predictable. Asynchronous components are largely unpre- 
$dictable in their interaction or synchronize once in a 
while, while opportz@sfic componentssuch as autono- 
;mous agents work completely independently from each 
otlier~mparallel, 1 
Lockstep systems cazi be sequenfial or parallel, de$ending 
on how many threads of controlrun through them. Other 
forms of synchroriicity imply parallelism. I 

l Binding time: When is the identity of a partner in a trans- 
fer-of-control operation established? Some control trans- 
fers are pm-determined: at program-tife (i.e.,’ source 
code) time, compile time, or invocafion time (i.e., when the 
operating system initializes the process). Others are 
bound dynamically while the syst,em is running. i 

2.3 Data issues 
Data issues describe how:data moves around a system. Data 
issues include: - 1 -. 

t Topology: Data topology describes the geometric shape 
of the system’s data flow graph. The alternatives are as 
for control topology Ed * ‘* 

l Continuity: How continuous is the flow of .data through- 
.out the system?.A continizozzs-flow system has fresh data 
available at all times; a sporarfic-flow system has new data 
generated at discrete times. Data rates may be high-voE 
ume (in data-intensive systems) or low-volume (in com- 
pute-intensive.systems). _ 

i Mode: Data mode ,describes how data is made available 
throughout the system. It may bepassed from-component 

r to component, orit is shared by making it available in a 
place accessible to all the sharers. If the components tend 
to modify it and re-insert it into the public store, this is a 
copy-auf-copy-z% mode. Insome styles data is broadcasf or 
mulficast~to specific recipients. 

l Binding time: Y&en is the identity ofa partner in a trans- 
fer-of-control operation established? This is the data anal- 
ogy of the same control issue, 

2;* :,,- 
- 

Control/data intkractick issues ; 
Interactioriissues describe the relationship between certain 
control and data issues. ,I( , 

l Shape: Are. the control flow and ,data flow topologies 
substantially isomorphic to each other? 

*-Directionality: If-the shapes are-substantially the, same, 
does control flow-in the same direction as data or “” op- 

~: posifedirection?- 
-. 
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2.5 Type of reasoning 
Different classes of architectures lend themselves to different 
types of analysis. A system of components operating asyn- 
chronously in parallel yields to vastly different reasoning 
approaches (e.g., nondeterministic state machine theory) 
than a system that executes as a fixed sequence of atomic 
steps (e.g., function composition). Many analysis techniques 
compose their results from analysis of substructures, but this 
depends on the ability to combine sub-analyses. The fit of an 
analysis technique to an architecture is enhanced if the soft- 
ware organization matches the analysis organization-that 
is, if software substructure and analysis substructure are 
compatible. Thus, different architectural styles are good 
matches for different analysis techniques. Your choice of 
architecture may be influenced by the kinds of analysis you 
require. 

3. Conclusion 
Architectural styles have the potential to become the lingua 

‘franca of architecture-level design, in the same way that 
design patterns are moving to center stage in establishing 
the vocabulary and defining the solution space for finer- 
grained design problems. In order to capitalize on the 
shared experience represented by the repeated use of styles 
by system builders, it is necessary to establish a common 
vocabulary and a common descriptive framework for com- 
municating about styles and the circumstances in which 
they are useful. We are working on such a descriptive frame- 
work. 
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